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Thank you to all

Pioneering the Principles
We were delighted, in AMI’s 90th year, to cel-

In that vein, we are introducing new formats of our

ebrate the continued relevance and genius of our

courses, which respond to the needs of today and

founder, Maria Montessori. Our focus during this

offer innovative ways of delivery. We also finalised

birthday year was to continue our commitment to

the curriculum for a 12-18 training course, another

support the natural development of human beings

vital step in offering Montessori during each of the

from birth to maturity, enabling them to become

Four Planes of Development.

the transforming agents in society leading to a
more harmonious and peaceful world. Following

A “new” stage of development in the human life

the example of Maria Montessori, we continued to

cycle that also benefits from Montessori principles

be guided by the children, continued in the prepa-

is the time when ageing and dementia may chal-

ration of adults committed to creating supportive

lenge us in our human dignity and independence.

environments and continued on our path of reform

Much work is being undertaken and pioneered,

in education, rather than celebrating our own

with rewarding results.

achievements.
Our outreach work, under the banner of
We take our cue from Maria Montessori — who

Educateurs sans Frontières, is growing. The mission

is increasingly being recognised for the amazing

of this division is championing the cause of chil-

pioneer that she was. It is interesting to realise that

dren’s rights and working to raise awareness in the

the word pioneer has a humble origin, from French

Montessori movement, whilst making connections

peonnier — a foot soldier who scouts and prepares

with other international, like-minded organisa-

the way for others, and this meaning also beauti-

tions.

fully characterises the work of an outstanding
educator who prepared the ground and by doing

It remains our great privilege to continue pioneer-

so served childhood, and humanity.

ing and influencing the climate in society so it
may fully implement the revolutionary principles

Preparing the environment so that the human

and practice of the Montessori approach, helping

child may develop successfully, realise their po-

to create a more equitable and just society.

tential and thrive, has proven an inspiration for us
to serve; it has brought many insights that can be
applied to the many stages in our lives.
Philip D. O’Brien
Maria Montessori was audacious and curious,

President

excited by experimenting in the learning environment, keen to see what the outcomes would be,

Lynne Lawrence

and how human development might be opti-

Executive Director

mized.
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Communicating the Vision
When AMI committed to its new strategic plan in 2018,

AMI also worked on special events, with communicati-

an overarching element was to develop a communica-

ons an integral part. In November 2019, the Educateurs

tions strategy alongside it to help deliver on our goals.

sans Frontières Division widely announced their decla-

Following the appointment of a strategic communicati-

ration in support of the 30th Anniversary of the Conven-

ons consultant at the beginning of 2019, the AMI team

tion on the Rights of the Child, inviting submissions from

restructured and relaunched its communications chan-

schools for a Montessori Global Book, highlighting what

nels, with very specific objectives in mind.

the Convention means to children themselves.

The team worked to develop clear messaging representative of AMI's unique place in the world and leadership
role in Montessori education. AMI further developed our
branding, which was established through the partnership
with the Neimand Collaborative, and relaunched membership communications.
We analysed our presence on social media channels and
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launched ourselves on LinkedIn and Instagram for the
first time, with excellent engagement and much appreciation from the Montessori community.

We continued to respond collaboratively to requests from
television channels and journalists working both for print

A large part of the communications strategy is to have
a clear approach to content. What is used to represent
AMI’s work, how it is distributed and how effectively it is
reaching all members of our Montessori community as

and digital media, where we saw heightened activity in
preparation of the celebratory year.
The plans for our communications work for 2020 include

well asinfluencers in the education world is something

the creation of some short films raising awareness of the

the team work on regularly.

value of a Montessori education in a variety of different
socio-economic settings. AMI has collaborated with
BBC Global News and Bright Vibes to produce these new
resources.

Websites, Digital Initiatives
In 1948, Maria Montessori wrote that we are ‘living at a time that is characterised by the progress of science and its technical applications. (From Childhood to Adolescence).This insight and Montessori’s pioneering spirit of innovation continues
at the heart of AMI’s work. Harnessing technology to support the full development of the human being and offer greater
accessibility for quality Montessori is the cornerstone of AMI’s work across its many websites. As part of an initiative to
enhance membership services, AMI Digital is being converted from an eCommerce website to a membership service. AMI
members will be able to download a range of digital resources including classified cards, elementary charts, journal
articles and publications. In addition, some resources will be available for free to all users of the site.

In preparation for the 150th Anniversary of the birth of Maria Montessori in 2020,
AMI launched the 150 website: www.montessori150.org celebrating the pioneering
work of Maria Montessori and the work of AMI and others globally to bring
Montessori education to communities around the world.
Work on translating the Aid to Life website aidtolife.org continues by many
volunteer translators contributing their time to bring this valuable resource to
as many parents as possible.

Moving the Movement
Advancing Montessori Mobility: Some Highlights
The AMI affiliated societies developed many activities to

China held their 5th Annual Conference in Hangzhou and

disseminate information via their communities and promote

offered a programme that focused on Sustainability and the

Montessori through events, and training. They also develo-

Return to Humanity. The event included several workshops

ped initiatives to lobby for government recognition.

throughout the weekend and featured a number of AMI
trainers.

Several affiliates, such as Montessori Mexico, Bulgaria and
AMI/USA, underwent major changes in their branding and

Latvia organised the first Baltic Montessori Conference in

communications, creating new logos and re-assessing their

Riga on the theme Montessori – Education for Life; speakers

strategic plans as to how to improve their messaging.

included AMI trainers and diploma holders.

In Mexico, Gabriela Molinar was elected as president, follo-

France hosted their first Montessori Administrator's Course,

wing in the footsteps of Christian Schjetnan who had given

which attracted a great many participants.

many years of dedicated service to the society; Eder Cuevas
filled the newly created position of Executive Director.

To celebrate 100 years of Montessori teacher training in the

Mexico were instrumental in hosting the 7th Assembly of

UK, the Maria Montessori Institute alongside other Montes-

the Educateurs sans Frontières in Tepoztlan, and are develo-

sori Training Centres co-hosted The Montessori Conference

ping many activities to help forge new and exciting links to

2019 in London, with a wide range of well-known Montes-

help build a stronger Latin America connection.

sori presenters as well as specialists in related fields.

Spain organised its first ever general meeting in Malaga,

AMI USA's Refresher Course, Seattle– With over 1400

whose theme was El Niño es el Maestro (The Child is the

atttendees it was the largest gathering in the history of the

Teacher); speakers included university professors in Neuro-

Refresher course. This event was excited to feature Richard

science, Medicine and Psychology.

Louv as keynote speaker (author of “The Wild Calling” and
“Last Child in the Woods”).

Representatives from the new affiliates that signed in Amsterdam in 2019: from left to right Armenia, Kenya and Qazaqstan
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Trailblazers in Course Development
We piloted an innovation in AMI training with the intro-

Built on the foundation of the Montessori Core Principles

duction of the blended training format, combining on-site

Course, the Blended 3-6 Diploma Course uses technology

and distance learning. The result of 18 months’ work by

to create effective remote learning modules. It includes

AMI trainers at all levels, and funded by Wend Ven-

all elements of the 3-6 diploma course in ten weeks of

tures, this pioneering approach appeals to learners who

on-site work and two semester distance blocks. Students

enjoy self-guided, independent learning and makes the

earn both the AMI 3-6 diploma and the Montessori Core

rigorous AMI training accessible to working professionals

Principles Certificate in 12 months.

and those who cannot leave home to study full time at a
training centre.

The Montessori Institute of North Texas (MINT) launched
the pilot courses in July 2019 with an enrolment of over 70

With 120 hours of on-site and distance learning, the Mon-

and a waiting list of more than 60. Of the 73 students who

tessori Core Principles Certificate Course is a deep dive into

completed Montessori Core Principles, 39 continued in the

Montessori theory and principles of practice delivered

Blended 3-6 Course. Almost 50% are public-school educa-

by AMI trainers and lecturers at all levels. Designed as a

tors and almost 50% are people of colour. All are working

foundation for all diploma courses, it also provides an in-

while taking the training.

troduction to Montessori theory and principles for school
administrators and staff; policy makers, education advo-

Committed to bringing Montessori to more children

cates, academicians, and researchers; those working with

through AMI-accredited teacher training programmes

the elderly, people with special needs, and underserved

and expanding the awareness of Montessori principles

communities; children’s rights activists; and those inte-

in society, we are confident this will be a revolutionary

rested in human development, peace, and nonviolence.

instrument in creating greater accessibility to more students around the world.

Participants walking “the line” towards deepening their knowledge. Photo courtesy MINT.
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New Educational Leaders
Our ambitions to bring Montessori education to as many

An Assistants to Infancy Seminar began at the Univer-

children as possible must go hand in hand with preparing

sity of Vic in Barcelona. The 19 participants come from all

trainers who can deliver quality AMI training across the

around the world — ranging from Australia, China, India,

world. The demand for our unique Training of Trainers

Romania, Spain, UK, Ukraine and USA.

programme reflected the growing and global spread of
Montessori. We innovated the programme by offering a

With this substantial growth, the Training Group has been

Spanish language, 3-6 Seminar in Buenos Aires, Argen-

thinking of ways to regionalise its members to fulfil the

tina, with an enrolment of 14 trainees. Five more sessions

capacity that is needed and continues to bring new and

will follow over the next 3 years. Simultaneously the first

creative ways to meet our strategic goals.

ever Eastern European Primary Seminar format began in
Iasi, Romania, with 15 trainees from France, Ireland, Pakistan, Romania, Russia, Spain, Switzerland, UK and USA.
China saw its second 3-6 seminar.

Spanish Language Seminar: 14 participants
Eastern Europe Seminar: 15 participants
Assistants to Infancy, Spain: 19 participants

Full AMI Trainers

Auxiliary Trainers

Merry Hadden

0-3

Anna Pugacheva

0-3

Seiko Ohara 		

0-3

Monica Kleiner Due

0-3

Kim Altmeyer		

3-6

Didier Herbin		

3-6

Setsuko Miura		

3-6

Maria Makri		

3-6

Nia Seale		

3-6

Marilyne Maugin

3-6

Lakshmi Shekhar

3-6

Pavithra Rajagopalan 3-6

Ramya Sridhar

3-6

Kay Urquhart		

3-6

Mariana Ulita		

3-6

Madhavi Gaddam

6-12

Jack/Tien Yu		

3-6

Hadrien Roche		

6-12

Ellen Lebitz		

6-12

Theresa Tsai		

6-12

Virginia Viscovic

6-12

The Future: Trainers in Training
2015: 97

2018: 133

2019: 151
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Global Research Group
AMI held a very successful Research Day on 8 April as

ons. AMI aims to seek out and highlight the work of like-

part of the 2019 AGM, incorporating presentations and

minded innovators who are pioneering new efforts and

discussions with researchers from around the world.

research, developing our understanding of the effect of the

Lynne Lawrence opened the day by introducing AMI’s

growth and development of children and elders and how

re-invigorated research efforts, which included a new

best to serve them using Montessori principles.

direction for the Global Research Group (GRG), now
formally embedded within AMI’s structure.

Dr Ann Barrameda, a Montessori researcher from the
Philippines, gave a presentation titled “The Cognitive

The Researchers Connect
Community of Practice online
facility is now established for
Montessori researchers.

Impact of Successive Montessori Programmes”. Resear-

The GRG is also liaising with the Program Planning Com-

chers then discussed the development of communities of

mittee for the International Montessori Congress to be

practice, before breaking into groups to further refine their

held in Bangkok, in order to support the planned research

ideas about how best to connect.

component.
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The GRG continues to meet regularly and is gradually

A research component will again be included for the next

strengthening its relationships with the scientific world,

AMI AGM and the GRG plans to hold its first major stra-

academic institutions and other Montessori organisati-

tegy meeting during this event.

Montessori for Dementia and Ageing
Montessori for Dementia and Ageing work is continuing in the pioneering tradition of
Maria Montessori. Where she prepared the ground to serve childhood and humanity,
we now prepare the environment so that elders remain connected to their community,
can be independent, realise a life worth living and thrive.
AMI Educators, Michelle Bourgeois, Jennifer Brush, Anne Kelly and their teams
introduced the Montessori philosophy to several new long-term care communities and
audiences across the US, Australia, Japan, Korea, Switzerland, United Kingdom, Mexico,
Ireland, Spain, and Norway.There have been some exciting new projects. Amaran Senior
Living is a community currently being built on the campus of an AMI recognised school.
The Montessori philosophy has guided each and every design decision from the layout
of the building to the furniture. Another new building that is incorporating the
Montessori philosophy is Summit Square in Virginia. Using an open floor plan, the
community has created a prepared environment that provides easy access to interesting
materials, engagement in household routines, and cues for way-finding and independence. Staff participated in nine months of education and preparation to welcome new
residents into this Montessori community. In Australia a leading care organisation has
opened the first Montessori memory care unit. As a centre of excellence, they will
provide training and support to team members across all their elder communities. The
largest aged care provider in Australia has also started their Montessori journey. Care
organisations in Toronto and Seattle have also created Montessori schools within their
residential buildings. In addition, preparations are underway to create more
intergenerational Montessori communities where elders and Montessori children
interact.
Jennifer Brush and Michelle Bourgeois concluded a Montessori research project and began work on an NIH (US National
Institute of Health) funded research study to examine way-finding that will help to guide the creation of better prepared
environments. A study being conducted by Curtain University in Australia will examine the outcomes of a Montessori
Environment on quality or life and the use of psycho-tropic medication. Some notable study findings this year have included
improved affect, increased sense of well-being, and increase engagement as a result of living in a Montessori care
community.

Outreach — Educateurs sans Frontières
Educateurs sans Frontières’ (EsF) is an AMI Programme in which the participants revisit the Montessori principles and practices from the perspective of society at large. As individuals, the participants of ‘Educateurs sans Frontières’ will contribute to the
aims of the Association Montessori Internationale, in particular as laid down in Article 4f of the AMI Articles of Association.
The EsF assemblies are a great opportunity for participants to bring inspiration to each other and share important work.

65 PARTICIPANTS
The 7th Educateurs sans Frontières Assembly
was held from 21 July - 3 August 2019 in Tepoztlán, Mexico, in collaboration with AMI Affiliate
Montessori Mexico. This Assembly, themed
“The Mind and Hand Together - Community in
Action”, brought together 65 participants from
every continent, with a large representation
from Latin America. Among many activities,
including presentations, reading sessions and
workshops, the participants collectively worked
on a number of topics as a foundation for EsF
work: involving adolescents, measuring impact
and children’s rights.

CONVENTION OF THE RIGHTS
OF THE CHILD
The children’s rights working group proposed to
start a campaign around the 30-year anniversary of the UN Convention of the Rights of the
Child, with the aim to create awareness around
what rights children have and how adults can best support and talk to children about their rights. Schools were asked to discuss the Convention with the children and to encourage the children to draw or make another kind of creative expression on
how they see their rights. The submissions from all around the globe, together with the child friendly version of the Convention, will then be made into a digital publication.

AFRICA ROUND TABLE
In 2017, AMI launched the Africa Round Table, a gathering for practitioners working on the African Continent. As interest
was rapidly growing and more courses were held, a need for closer collaboration was felt in order to share experiences and
resources. At the third Africa Round Table, the idea was brought forward that the most effective way to facilitate collaboration would be through a designated coordinator for the African Continent. We are fortunate that funding has been obtained
to facilitate this position for a 3-year period.

TANZANIA
In December, a workshop was organised to discuss possibilities for closer and more coordinated coordination in Tanzania.
Montessori for Kenya was presented as an example of an effective organisation to promote Montessori education in-country,
with a direct relationship to AMI as affiliated organisation and a supporting role for training centres. This workshop took
place against the backdrop of a f ully funded AMI 3-6 International Diploma Course held in Dar Es Salaam with places for 50
students from the region.ore work will be ongoing to identify strategies to foster Montessori education on the African Continent and to facilitate collaboration.
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Corner of Hope
PIONEERS IN OUTREACH – OPENING UP PATHWAYS
The Corner of Hope –New Canaan and Kisima are serving 210 children a year from 3-6 and 20 children in the new
Elementary class at New Canaan. The school is considered a fully functioning Primary School. The two head teachers
regularly attend principals’ meetings where developments in the Kenyan education sector are discussed. Since the new
child-centred Kenyan Primary Curriculum draws heavily from the Montessori approach, the Corner of Hope teachers
are often called upon to help teachers to understand the key aspects of the new curriculum. Parents and children are
excited by the development of the Elementary class and are amazed at what and how the children are learning.
The Kenya Institute of Curriculum Development (KICD) has issued the letter approving the Kenya Montessori 3-6
Curriculum. This significant achievement is a first in Africa and work is underway to complete the final formalities with
the Teachers Service Commission. Graduates can then begin registration for a TSC number that enables them to work in
public and private nursery and primary schools across the country.
Professional Development — Further professional development is underway with one member of the community
attending the AMI 0-3 Diploma Training in South Africa and India and a further 6 members attending the AMI 3-6
Diploma Training in Tanzania.
Working with the Sarara Foundation, Montessori schools for the nomadic Samburu tribe in Northern Kenya have been
established. The current team of six (2 mentor-teachers from Corner of Hope and 4 teachers from the Samburu community) continue to work in the Ntaparani and Tintil settlements in the Namunyak Conservancy. Both school sites are currently working with 40 children - the number fluctuates as young boys take their turn to look after the family livestock.
The community helped the teachers at both sites to demarcate the school area with
stones and the new, wider tents provide more space as well as indoor and outdoor
work areas for the children. The local teams are working with the community to
create culturally appropriate materials. School "uniforms" are being made from local
Samburu fabric.
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Outreach with Peter Hesse Foundation
Haiti, Ivory Coast and Senegal
AMI works in close collaboration with the Peter Hesse
Foundation which has been bringing Montessori to
Haiti for several decades, which country knew a most
disturbing year as it often was impossible for students
to attend classes because of violent demonstrations and
roadblocks. In spite of the challenges, 28 new Montessori teachers were ready to start out in schools by the
summer.
With schools closed for a prolonged period, there was
time to produce two work books, one for teachers to
evaluate children’s progress, and a language workbook.
These books will be used in Haiti as well as Ivory Coast
and Senegal, where the Peter Hesse Foundation is working towards strengthening and opening programmes.

Promoting the Vision at UN & UNESCO
AMI promotes partnerships with UNESCO, NGOs, and governments to expand quality lifelong education for all, respecting human rights, cultures, languages and communities. It encourages Montessori children and youth to become global citizens using
simple pioneering principles, with stories and materials including spheres, maps and other materials showing how human material and immaterial needs for food, housing, clothing, are met worldwide, emphasising solidarity and our interconnectedness.

In July 2019 AMI designed a ‘one-page advocacy tool’ and distributed it to all government delegations and UN-accredited organisations at the UN High Level Political Forum (HLPF) for the first review on SDG4 on Education, one of 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). In 2015 the UN General Assembly voted a new trailblazing goal, ‘quality of education’. AMI also collaborated
with the NGO-UNESCO Liaison Committee on a joint statement to the Collective Consultation on Education 2030.
Montessori children contributed artwork to the 2018-2019 NGO-UNESCO
initiative for the International Day of Peace, “Drones and Robots for
Peace”, which was organised in Tunis, followed by a forum on Migration and a celebration with the Tunisian Human Rights League, awarded the 2015 Nobel Peace Prize.
A book on Drones and Robots for Peace is in preparation. Videos, incluDrawing from Poland

ding Montessori children’s drawings, are available at:Drones et Robots
pour la Paix /12mn https://youtu.be/uxQMwsQnHEk.
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Montessori Football
Montessori Sports is delivered by Ruben
Jongkind and Patrick Oudejans, who have
developed an approach to sports education
using authentic Montessori principles. With
AMI’s pedagogical support, Montessori Sports
develops and disseminates sports programmes
for the global Montessori community.

This programme serves two purposes: introducing sports into the Montessori curriculum,
where previously this aspect was little covered
in spite of Maria Montessori recognising the
importance of movement. It is also innovative
from the perspective of traditional sports training which is often competitive and centred on
the interests of coaches and managers with a
bias towards short-term competitive results.

The programme is currently offered at schools
across China, Australia, Mexico, and France.
Workshops have been delivered all over the
world.

A new online platform is currently in development to share practical sports activities and
exercises for the school and home environment.
This platform will also make way for the
development of a Montessori Sports course
that can be delivered online.

Football is the main focus in this programme since more than 3.5 billion people worldwide love the game, providing a new point
of entry for many to the Montessori approach. Football can be the key to overall sports development as it encompasses control
of the ball, the body and mind on the one hand, and the connection with Montessori areas such as practical life, sensorial,
language, mathematical and cultural development on the other hand. At the same time it also provides children with team
experiences combined with individual developmental experiences.
AMI and Montessori Sports have signed a partnership agreement that aims to establish the Montessori Sports Fund, in a bid to
make Montessori sports education accessible to vulnerable and underserved children all over the world, paving the road to connecting with new communities worldwide and spreading the awareness and relevance of Montessori pedagogy in new ways.
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Montessori Architecture
Designing educational environments, including the larger “school building” has always been a challenge in the
Montessori world, as we ask ourselves how our prepared
environments can best work in tandem with Montessori’s vision on human development, in which movement,
peer learning, community and responsibility for the
earth play such an essential role.

This question motivated us to start a project called “The
Design Instrument of Educational Spaces” (DoES), or
Montessori Architecture, a collaboration between the
Arthur Waser Foundation in Switzerland and AMI.

Architect Benjamin Staehli visited inspirational environments in the Netherlands, Belgium, the United Kingdom,
Burkina Faso, Sri Lanka and Bangladesh, distilling 28
recurring patterns that are considered to be universally
applicable, in all social-economic and geographical
contexts.

A prototype design instrument has been created and
tested in Tanzania where it was a guiding tool for an
architecture contest. This competition was open to all
nationwide registered architects, who were asked to develop specific design proposals by testing the prototype
versions of the instrument and to provide feedback with
regard to their relevance and usability. The two ‘winners’,
APC and Flint&Best, have been asked to develop their
designs for two Montessori campuses in Tanga and the
Arusha Region, which will accommodate Montessori
environments for 1,300 children between the ages of 3
and 15 years. Supported by the Arthur Waser Foundation
and run by its local partners, the Congregation of UsamTanzania: Contestants showing their presentations

bara Sisters and Africa Amini Alama, the construction of
these schools can probably start in 2021.

The book Montessori Architecture - A Design Instrument will be launched on the occasion of Maria Montessori’s 150th anniversary conference in Rome, in October 2020. Subsequently, an on-line design tool will go live, which will allow others to contribute and share their examples of Montessori Architecture
with the wider community.
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The Privilege of Publishing
AMI continues to work very closely with the Montessori-Pierson Publishing Company (MPPC) who ensures that
Maria Montessori’s titles remain in print. Starting out as an English language publisher, MPPC is now adding
Spanish titles to the portfolio on a regular basis. Spanish translations that are underway include the Advanced
Montessori Method vols. 1 and 2, The Discovery of the Child, and Psicoaritmetica. Also Dutch titles that had been out
of print for a long time are being re-edited and reprinted. In 2019 MPPC started an e-book section that offers Kindle
versions of the Montessori titles. So far, 8 titles have been digitised.

New publications this year included “Citizen of the World”, a collection of lectures by Maria Montessori, previously
published as stand-alone publications, with a helpful and enlightening introduction by AMI’s head of pedagogy,
Ginni Sackett.

MPPC and AMI are also keen to keep on offering new writings to the community, and in the year past preparatory
work was completed on the following:
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-

Montessori approach to Music, introduced and edited by AMI trainer Sarah Andrews Werner

-

Maria Montessori Writes to Her Grandchildren, letters from India, 1939-1946, translated and introduced
by Carolina Montessori

-

Cosmic Education, introduced and edited by AMI trainer Alison Awes

-

Creative Development of the Child

-

A collection of writings and articles by Mario Montessori

Many publishers worldwide are contacting us to negotiate the translation and publishing rights of Montessori titles,
as many students value the opportunity of being able to reading Maria Montessori’s writings in their own language.
Editions are available in: Arabic, Bulgarian, Catalan, Chinese, Czech, Dutch, English, French, German, Greek, Hungarian, Italian, Japanese, Korean, Latvian, Mongolian, Norwegian, Polish, Portuguese, Romanian, Russian, Serbian,
Spanish, Swedish, Turkish, Ukrainian,Urdu, Vietnamese.

The translation teams are
extremely dedicated, and are
occasionally supported by
affiliated societies committed to
promoting Montessori; they realise
the importance of sharing the
literature as an important tool in
this effort— especially in countries
where a commercial publisher
would not commit easily to a
Montessori portfolio.

A Permanent Home

Koninginneweg 161, Amsterdam was Maria Montessori’s last home — the place where she settled after the Second
World War when she returned to Europe from the extraordinary years in India. Since her death in 1952, AMI has
preserved and curated Montessori’s study, which attracts many visitors; we receive young people new to Montessori
education, curious to see an environment where this great mind worked; we receive seasoned teachers who themselves have earned their stripes in Montessori and who have long looked forward to this filling this “missing” experience
in their Montessori knowledge. We receive individual visitors and groups — and all come away with a unique experience. We restyled the exhibition space before entering the study, creating an inviting lead-in to this special room.
This year saw some precious additions to the study, such as the painting of Maria Montessori as a 13-year old girl given into AMI’s care by
great-granddaughter Helen Henny during a celebratory moment at
the AGM in Amsterdam. We arranged for the cleaning and restoration
of the painting which has become a true “piece de resistance” catching
the visitors’ eyes upon entering the Study.
We hosted visitors from Argentina, Canada, Chile, China, Colombia,
Czech Republic, Egypt, Finland, France, Germany, Gran Canaria, Greece,
Indonesia, Italy, India, Japan, Ireland, Israel, The Netherlands, Mexico,
Morocco, Norway, Portugal, Singapore, Spain, Sweden, UK, USA.

Researching the Montessori Itinerary
Next to receiving questions on contemporary research into the outcomes and benefits of Montessori education, AMI is also contacted by
researchers who wish to deep dive into the history of how Montessori’s
ideas developed. The archival team continued to assist researchers online or in person, hosting international guests in our working library.

Some of our researchers donated interesting book titles for our library, which now boasts many more titles by Sofia
Cavaletti and Gianna Gobbi.The library is also a favourite place for researchers who appreciate our vast selection of
Montessori journals and publications.

The Maria Montessori House Talks
The Maria Montessori House Talks are hosted at AMI a few times a year, where in an inviting setting we draw in
local Montessorians and parents, who enjoy focused presentations and networking opportunities. We have also
turned these into much appreciated podcasts.
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A big thank-you to our Trainers who help prepare the teachers of the future.
A very special thank-you to all those that support us on a voluntary basis; they do
amazing work as members of the Scientific Pedagogy Group, the Training Group,
the Global Research Group and representatives to the UN and UNESCO.
Thank you to everyone working for Affiliated Societies and those engaged in
pioneering new frontiers in Dementia and Ageing, Sport and Adolescent Teacher
preparation.
Thank you to all who are working tirelessly to bring Montessori education to more
children and adults around the world.
						
						

Thank you, thank you to all Board Members who give their time and expertise so 		
freely and graciously.

AMI Board
Philip O'Brien, Lynne Lawrence, Ian Stockdale, Jennifer Davidson, Henk Franken, Christine
Harrison, Jacquie Maughan, Patricia Miller, Jennifer Shields, Junnifa Uzodike
Training Group
Judi Orion, Joen Bettmann (dec.), Carla Foster, Claudia Guerrero, Shannon Helfrich, Gerard
Leonard, Louise Livingston, Pamela Nunn, Rukmini Ramachandran, Patricia Spinelli
Scientific Pedagogy Group
Ginni Sackett, Alison Awes, Carol Hicks, Jenny Höglund, Ruby Lau, Uma Ramani, Judi Orion,
Julia Hilson
Adolescent Steering Committee
Jenny Höglund, Lynne Lawrence, Gerard Leonard, Jacquie Maughan, Judi Orion
Special Education
Silvia Dubovoy, Janet McDonell
Dementia and Ageing Advisory Committee
Anne Kelly, Jennifer Brush, Michelle Bourgeois
Global Research Group
Patricia Miller, Karen Bennetts, Michelle Bourgeois, Paige Bray, Laura Flores Shaw, Steve
Hughes, Louise Livingston
United Nations Representation
Philip O'Brien, Evelyn Greenberg, Sharon Lickerman, Silvia Dubovoy, André Roberfroid
UNESCO Representation
Victoria Barrès, André Roberfroid

One of AMI's courses
celebrating our
90th birthday.
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Thank you to our donors, friends,
						and generous supporters
We thank our donors, friends, and partners,
who have supported us so generously and
who show their firm belief in the pioneering
work we do and develop. And a thank-you to
all those in the field who work tirelessly every
day.
Wend Ventures
Arthur Waser Foundation
The Indaba Education Fund
Sarara Foundation
Montessori Global Growth Fund (previously
AMI/USF)
Montessori for Kenya
MM 75 Fund
The Peter Hesse Foundation
The Montessori-Pierson Publishing Company
Additional donations were received in
support of Esf initiatives, including Corner of
Hope; AMI personnel; AMI Dementia and
Ageing initiatives
Thanks also to Simone Davies for her
generous support of EsF initiatives, the
Montessori Institute of Texas and Alana
Yonah Rosen in the name of Ez Singer for
their specific donations to the EsF Assembly
The Maria Montessori House and Archives,
including a donation of a portrait of Maria
Montessori from Helen Henny
Cape Classics are also thanked for their
support of a variety of AMI events
Spark Optimus, Hogan Lovells, Arnold &
Siedsma, Weiden Kennedy and Bereskin Parr
are thanked for their pro brono work
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AMI Head Office, Koninginneweg 161
1075 CN Amsterdam, Netherlands
+31 20 679 89 32
info@montessori-ami.org
www.montessori-ami.org

